Protocols for Owners
 Owners will be present in person or through authorized representative at all the
meetings / matches of NPL.
 Shall be present on Selection Day and Auction Process in person or through
authorized representative.
 Shall come on ground with the captain for toss and will shake hands with counter
team owner, captain, players, umpires and any other authority present on ground.
 Shall see to that the Players dress up as per the instructions.
 It is the moral responsibility of the Owner to see that every player gets chance to
perform.
 Honour Umpire and Match Refry and should not indulge in counter arguments
during the event and on ground.
 Owners to shake hands at the starting as well as end of match.
 Shall see that matches are played within the prescribed time frame and players will
play match with true sportsmen spirit.
 If there is any dispute between the team owner and the player(s), then the matter
should be brought before NPL Board and / or email at keyur_shah03@yahoo.co.in &
chintan@chintanmshah.com marking CC to nirav1209@yahoo.com.
 Use of abuse language, arguments or any kind of misbehavior may lead to team
suspension from tournament.
 Not to disclose any sensitive and confidential information.
 Shall follow all instructions of SNVVS and NPL Board and / or NPL Advisory issued from
time to time and cooperate to make the whole event successful.
 Shall play all the matches in true spirit and without any personal conflicts.
 Shall ensure objective of event and interest of samaj is taken care off.

Protocols for Captain
 Should maintain the discipline and control over the team. Will be responsible for
the overall behavior of the team.
 Team should be Team Dress including Cap. Wearing Helmet during bating and
short wicket keeping is compulsory.
 Team should be ready on the ground before 30 min of schedule time.
 Captain should come near the commentary box 30 minutes before their match
along with playing 11 sheet for the toss. Entire Team should be on ground before
1:30 hours before the match.
 Shall ensure to shake hands with other team members at end start and end of
the match.
 Captain shall ensure that he complete innings in prescribed time frame.
 Shall not indulge into argument with team players, umpire, refry or other
authorities during the match.
 Shall make team aware about the rules of game and give them update of any
change(s) made from time to time.
 Shall honour the decision of umpire and match refry in totality.
 It will be moral responsibility to maintain discipline throughout the event.
 Shall respect and obey the instructions of NPL Board and / or NPL Advisory Board.

Protocols for Players
 Player shall follow instructions of NPL Board, Advisory Board, Team Owner &
Captain during this event.
 Player shall not disclose any confidential information.
 Not to enter into unnecessary arguments with other players as well as umpire.
 Use of abuse language is strictly prohibited during the entire event. If this rule is
not adhere too, you can be penalized / suspended.
 To cooperate with the captain to complete the match on time or you can be
penalized. Hence follow the instructions of the captain.
 Entire 15 players of team shall be present in the pavilion during the match.
 Player shall wear the official dress including cap of the team.
 All the players should come together on the field and shake hands with other
team players at the start and end of match.
 At the end of match player shall allow the batsmen to leave first and then will
leave from the official exist only.
 To maintain discipline and proper conduct throughout the event is your moral
responsibility.
 Shall keep objective of the event and hence we are sure that you will play with
complete sportsmen spirit.

Protocols for Advisory Board / NPL Board / Core Team
 Shall ensure objective of event and interest of samaj is taken care off
 It will be moral responsibility to maintain discipline throughout the event.
 Not to disclose any confidential information, which comes to knowledge during
preparation / course of this event.
 Maintain proper books of account records and documentation during the event
 Be prudent on the expenditure and monitor budgeting throughout the event
 Not to indulge into unnecessary arguments and issues
 Be present for all the meetings and complete the responsibilities entrusted with
due care and on time
 To regularly take updates from his team members and also from other board
members as and when required, especially in the case if he is absent from any of
the meetings.
 Time is essence of all the task allocated
 To prepare and maintain minutes of meetings and decide the Agenda for the
meeting in advance
 Maintain transparency and clarity during the event and while carrying out his
duties & responsibility
 If there is any conflict of interest, then interest of SNVVS will come first and taken
care off at all times.
 In day to day working take prudent decisions and best judgments in his area of
work

